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DETAILED ACTION

Specification

1 . The disclosure is objected because of the following informalities:

Page 9, line 27, the examiner suggest inserting "109" after "a pointing device" for

clarification, because 109 was mentioned in the drawing and not mentioned in the specification.

Appropriate correction required.

Claim Objections

2. Claims 1-9, 12, 14, 16-20 objected to because ofthe following informalities:

(1) Claim 1, line 18, "a reference" should be changed to "the reference", and on line 19,

"an associated" should be changed to" the associated"

(2) Claim 3, line 3, "a stroke" should be changed to "the stroke"

(3) Claim 4, line 3, "an associated " should be changed to "the associated"

(4) Claim 6, line 3, "a reference " should be changed to "the reference", and on line 4,

"an associated" should be changed to "the associated"

(5) Claim 9, line 4, "a record" should be changed to "the record"

(6) Claim 12, line 2, "a reference" should be changed to "the reference", and on

line 3, "an associated" should be changed to "the associated"

(7) Claim 14, line 4, "a stroke" should be changed to "the stroke", and on line 11, "a

comparison" should be changed to '*the comparison"

(8) Claim 16, line 16 and 17, "a reference" should be changed to "the reference"

(9) Claim 18, line 3, both of "a reference" in the same line should be changed to "the

reference"
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(10) Claim 20, line 5, "a number" should be changed to "the number", and on

line 6, "the" before "reference" should be deleted

Appropriate correction is required.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§ 101

3. 35 U.S.C. 101 reads as follows:

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or

any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the conditions and

requirements of this title.

4. Claims 1,10-15 are rejected under U.S.C. 101 because the claimed invention is directed

to non- statutory subject matter.

In each ofthe claims 1,10,1 1,12,13,14 and 15, a" program" which is executed by a

computer is being recited; however, a program which is executed by a computer would

reasonably be interpreted by one ofordinary skill in the art as software, pre se. This subject

matter is not Umited to that which falls within a statutory category of invention because it is

limited to a process, machine, manufacture, or a composition ofmatter. Software is a Amotion

descriptive material and fimction descriptive material is non-statutory subject matter.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§102

5. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on

sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.

6. Claims 1-4, and 6-20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Ito et al.

(US 6,694,056)
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(1) Regarding claim 1

:

Ito et ah disclose a method ofhandwriting recognition comprising:

storing a respective reference parameter set of a plurality ofreference character strokes of

a reference character in a reference character dictionary (column 1, line 67) and (column 2, Une

1-4), wherein each ofthe respective reference parameter sets of each ofthe plurality ofreference

character strokes have an associated references sequence nimiber; (column 2, line 3-5), (the

examiner interpreted stroke orders as a stroke sequence number)

receiving a stroke parameter set derived from user input of a handwriting stroke, wherein

the handwriting stroke is one of a plurality of strokes requires for writing character; (column 2,

line 6-9), (the examiner interpreted the coordinate string as the stroke parameter set which is sets

ofcoordinate ofpoints forming the stroke)

identifying a stroke sequence number ofthe stroke parameter set; (column 23, line 33-

34), (the examiner interpreted that the stroke numbers are used to identify the stroke parameter

sets)

responsive to identification ofthe stroke sequence number, comparing the stroke

parameter set with a reference parameter set having an associated reference sequence number

equal to the stroke sequence number (column 23, line 53-61), wherein the comparison excludes

at least one ofthe reference parameter sets. (Column 24, line 4-5), (The examiner interpreted that

during the comparison of the strokes, the stroke parameter set may be ignored for certain

evaluation value (for example: value 10 in figure 52), as results at least one of the reference

parameter sets will be exclude during the comparison)

(2) Regarding claim 2:
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Ito et al. disclose the step of storing as shown in figure 7 includes:

Maintaining each reference parameter set in respective fields of a table, where each ofthe stroke

order sequence number is derived firom respective field (column 8, line 18-20), and (column 9,

line 1-2). (The examiner interpreted fetches as deriving)

(3) Regarding claim 3:

Ito et al. disclose a method where the step of identifying includes:

Incrementing a counter value on receipt ofthe stroke parameter set, the coimter value

corresponding to the stroke sequence number (column 10, line 31-35), (the examiner interpreted

incrementing as adding a value to the stroke sequence number for iexample: "adding number 1",

afterjudging that the stroke parameter set is a stroke candidate)

(4) Regarding claim 4:

Ito et al. disclose a method where the step ofcomparing includes:

excluding each reference parameter set having an associated reference sequence number not

eqxial to the stroke sequence number (column 10, line 57-59), (the exanwner interpreted that

when the reference parameter set having an associated reference sequence number is different

then the stroke sequence number indicates a poor much, as result it will be excludes &om the

search target)

(5) Regarding claim 6:

Ito et al. describe a method where the step pfcomparing includes:

Comparing, with the stroke parameter set, a reference parameter set with an associated reference

sequence number within one of the stroke sequence number (column 24, line 9-12) and (column

2, line 12-14) and (column 10, line 25-29)
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(6) Regarding claim 7:

Ito et al. disclose the step of storing as shown in figure 3 includes:

storing reference parameter sets of a plurality of characters in the reference character dictionary

(see the abstract), and (colxunn 8, line 23-25).

(7) Regarding claim 8:

The method where each of the reference parameter sets ofthe plurality of characters are stored in

respective records ofthe reference character dictionary, each record including a data element

having value equal to a number of constituent strokes of the respective character. (Column 8, line

33-38), (the examiner interpreted that the data element having the area numbers and a mmiber of

direction having value equal to a nimiber of constituent strokes ofthe respective character)

(8) Regarding claim 9:

excluding, form the comparison^ the reference parameter sets of the record having the data

element value less than the stroke sequence number. (Column 10, line 57-59), (the examiner

interpreted that when the reference parameter set of the record have the data element value less

or different then the stroke sequence number indicates a poor much, as result it will be excludes

from the comparison)

(9) Regarding claim 10:

A computer program product in a computer readable medium for performing handwriting

recognition of a language having character stroke order rules comprising:

a reference character dictionary including a record defining a reference character, the record

including a pluraUty of reference parameter sets each respectively defining attributes ofa stroke
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ofthe reference character, each ofthe reference parameter sets associated with a reference

sequence number (Column 8, line 33-38), and

instructions for receiving a stroke parameter set derived from a handwritten character stroke

(colunm 2, line 6-9) and for identifying a stroke sequence number in which the stroke was input

by a user, responsive to identifying the stroke sequence number (column 23, line 33-34)

comparing the stroke parameter set with a reference parameter set having a reference sequence

number equal to the stroke sequence number (column 24, line 9-12) and (column 2, Une 12-14)

and (column 10, line 25-29) and excluding a reference parameter set from the comparison that

has a reference sequence number not equal to the stroke sequence number (colunm 10, line 57-

59).

(10) Regarding claim 1 1

:

The computer program product, wherein each ofthe reference parameter sets are stored in

respective fields ofthe dictionary, the reference sequence number detemmied by the field. (See

the abstract), and (column 8, line 23-25).

(1 1) Regarding claim 12:

The computer program product, wherein the first instruction identify a reference parameter set

having an associated reference sequence number value within one ofthe stroke sequence

number, and compare the stroke parameter set with the ref^ence parameter set having the

reference sequence number value within one ofthe stroke sequence number. (Column 24, Hne 9-

12) and (colunm 2, line 12-14) and (column 10, line 25-29)

(12) Regarding claim 13:
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The computer program product, wherein the record includes a data element having a value

specifying a number ofconstituent strokes ofthe reference character (Colimm 8, line 33-38)

(13) Regarding claim 14:

The computer program product, where the reference character dictionary includes a second

record having at least one reference parameter set defining attributes of a stroke of a second

reference character and a data element value specifying a number of constituent strokes of the

second reference character (colunm 8, line 33-38), (the examiner interpreted that the second

record have the same function as the other records) wherein the instructions, responsive to a

determination that the number ofconstituent strokes ofthe second reference character is less than

the stroke sequence number, exclude the reference parameter set ofthe second record from a

comparison with the stroke parameter set (colimm 10, line 57-59), (the examiner interpreted that

when the reference parameter set of the second record have the data element value less or

different then the stroke sequence number indicates a poor much, as result it will be excludes

from the comparison)

(14) Regarding claim 15:

The computer program product, wherein the set of instructions, responsive to receiving the

stroke parameter set, increments a counter that identifies the stroke sequence number (column

10, line 31-35)

(15) Regarding claim 16:

A data processing system comprising:

a reference character dictionary including a record having a plurality ofreference parameter sets

each defining attributes of a respective stroke of a reference
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Character (column 1, line 67) and (colxmrn 2, line 1-4) each respective reference parameter set

having an associated reference sequence number (colimin 2, line 3-5), (the examiner interpreted

stroke orders as a stroke sequence number)

a memory that contains a set of instructions (column 12, line 7), (the examiner interpreted the

memory as a storage medium); and

a processing unit (109 in figure 1) (column 11, line 64) and (column 12, line 4), (the examiner

interpreted that the word detecting unit in figure 1 has the same fimction as the processing unit),

responsive to execution of the set of instructions, for receiving a stroke parameter set describing

attributes of a handwritten stroke and for determining a stroke sequence number in which tiie

handwritten stroke was input (Column 8, line 33-38), responsive to determining the stroke

sequence number (column 23, line 33-34),

comparing the stroke parameter set with a reference parameter set having a

reference sequence niunber equal to the stroke sequence nimiber (column 24, line 9-12) and

(column 2, line 12-14) and (column 10, line 25-29), the comparison excluding a reference

parameter set having a reference sequence number not equal to the stroke sequence number

(column 10, line 57-59)

(16) Regarding claim 17:

The data processing system, where the reference parameter sets are maintained in fields of a

table, the first instructions determining the reference sequence numbers of the reference

parameter sets by the fields in which the reference parameter sets are stored (column 8, line 18-

20), and (column 9, line 1-2)

(17) Regarding claim 18:
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The data processing system, where the set of instructions are adapted to identify a reference

parameter set having a reference sequence number within a predefined value ofthe stroke

sequence number, responsive to identifying the reference parameter set, and compare the stroke

parameter set with the identified reference parameter set.

(Column 23, Une 53-61)

(18) Regarding claim 19:

The data processing system, where the reference character dictionary includes a second record

having a data element having a value indicating a number of constituent strokes of a second

reference character (column 8, line 33-38), (the examiner interpreted that the second record have

the same fimction as the other records), the set of instructions, responsive to determining the data

element value is less than the stroke sequence number, excluding reference parameter sets ofthe

second record firom comparison with the stroke parameter set (colxunn 10, line 57-59), (the

examiner interpreted that when the reference parameter set ofthe second record have the data

element value less or different then the stroke sequence number indicates a poor much, as result

it will be excludes from the comparison).

(19) Regarding claim 20:

The data processing system, where the record includes a data element having a value indicating a

number of constituent strokes ofthe reference character, the set of instructions, responsive to

reading the data element (Column 8, Une 33-38), (the examiner interpreted that the data element

having the area numbers and a number of directions indicating the number of constituent strokes

of the reference character) for determining a number ofreference parameter sets to exclude from

the comparison, the number ofreference parameter sets excluded dependent on the value ofthe
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data element (Column 10, line 57-59), ( the examiner interpreted that the exclusion from the

comparison ofthe number ofreference parameter sets depends upon a comparison with the value

ofthe data element)

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§103

1. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obAdousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, ifthe differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.

8. Claim 5 is rejected imder 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Ito et al. in view of

Reintjes (PGPUB 2002/0067854)

Ito et al. disclose a method for performing handwriting writing recognition as above.

However, Ito et al. does not disclose the receiving ofan indication that the user has knowledge of

the stroke order rules as recited in claim 5.

However, Reintjes teaches a metfiod for automatic form recognition where the user has

knowledge ofthe stroke order rules (paragraph [0010], line 8-1 1).

One skilled in the art would have clearly recognized that the system receives an indication that

the user has knowledge ofthe stroke order rules (paragraph [0033], line 10, paragraph [0034],

[0035], [0036], [0037], [0038], [0039], [0040], [0041], [0042]). Therefore, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine the system of

Reintjes where the user has the knowledge ofthe stroke order rules in the handwriting

recognition system of Ito et al. because such in feature the usage of electronic pen allows the data
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entered by the user to be captured without requiring any additional effort from the user

(paragraph [0010], line 27-28), so the system automatically identifies the area of the form on

which data is written by analyzing the sequence and location ofthe row pen stroke data to

determine which field on each page was the intended field for the stroke data (paragraph [0010],

Une 13-16).

Conclusion

9. The prior art made of record and not rehed upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure. Tang et al. (PGPUB 2002/01681 107) disclose the method for recognizing

handwriting Chinese characters, based on combinations ofphonetic letter and stroke recognition.

Furthermore Parthasarathy (US 6,226,403) discloses the method ofhandwriting character

recognition using multi-resolution models.

10. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Amara Abdi whose telephone number is (571) 270-1670. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday through Friday 7:30 Am to 5:00 PM E.T..

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessfril, the examiner's

supervisor, Shuwang Liu can be reached on (571) 272-3036. The fax phone number for the

organization where this appUcation or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpubUshed

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). Ifyou would

like assistance from aUSPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

Amara Abdi

01/10/2007

SHUWANG UU
SUPERVISORY FWTENT EXAMINER


